By Dan Gants
After a well-strung bid for two months, Tech's varsity pucksters hailed their final game-five-goal winning streak last Wednesday in a most impressive display, dispatching an over-manned club from Tufts, 13-5.

The effort carried over into a Saturday night contest with Trinity, winner by a 7-3 margin in MIT's first outing of the year. Tech's defense was superb, stopping Trinity cold for the first two periods. However, two early third period goals were all Trinity needed to post a 2-0 win.

With but a little over three minutes left against Tufts, Tony Luzi '74 trimmed home his first goal of the season and the first of four to be scored by the winning MIT club. Freshman Mark Holthouse beeped the lead in with his first two MIT varsity shots at 7:19 and 8:17 of the first period, setting the stage for Luzi's second encounter.

Tufts finally broke through to the scoreboard in the final ten minutes of the first period, but shots by Carmen Menter '75, George Kersley '73, and Rick Caiber '74 gave Tech a commanding 7-2 lead at the end of this wild period of action.

However, Trinity finally broke through, punching in a rebound at 9:12 of the third stanza. Less than two minutes later, the Trinity left winger picked up the puck, skated around the defense, and scored on Schuman from point blank range. Nonetheless, Tech refused to give up and even managed a short-handed breakaway that just avoided the net. The final outcome rested on MIT's inabilities to convert numerous power plays, twice having a 5-on-3 advantage in the sector.

The two teams left the floor at halftime with the scoreboard showing Tufts 13, MIT 2.

The second half started exactly the way the game did; Amherst in complete control. In the first five minutes of the second half, both coaches substituted their entire second teams, and the rest of the game was essentially a JV contest. Amherst continued their increased margin, leading at one time by 50 points.

High scorer for MIT was Peter Jackson '74, who pulled down seven rebounds and put in 16 counters. Jackson was followed by captain Jerry Hudson '73 with eleven points and eight rebounds and Alan Epstein '75 with four boards and seven points.

On Saturday Carnegie-Mellon traveled to MIT for an evening encounter. An enthusiastic MIT five took an early lead and hot shooting coupled with fine rebounding led the Tech squad to a 9-2-5 win.

While the play was at times disjointed, there was never really any doubt that the Tech basketball five would break their losing streak. The score by halftime was MIT 38, CMU 30.

MIT returned from the locker room determined to break the game wide open, and behind the hot hand of Hudson (ten for 19, 54.2%), MIT's scoring was in abundance. An enthusiastic MIT five took an early lead and hot shooting coupled with fine rebounding led the Tech squad to a 9-2-5 win.
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